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ABSTRACT

Simulations are presented focusing on the role of temperature inversions in controlling the formation and

strength of downslope wind storms. Three mechanisms are examined depending on the relative height of the

inversion with respect to the mountain and the stability of vertically propagating mountain waves. For low-

level inversions, flows are generated that closely resemble a reduced gravity shallow water hydraulic response

with a large vertical displacement of the inversion on the lee side of the mountain. For higher-level inversion

cases, simulated flows more closely followed a stratified hydraulic behavior with the inversion acting as a rigid

reflective lid. In the third mechanism, downslope winds were forced by a self-induced critical layer located

below the inversion height. The presence of the inversion in this case had little effect on the resulting

downslope winds.

Observations made on the Falkland Islands show that downslope windstorms may preferentially occur in

early morning even without synoptic-scale changes in atmospheric structure. Most windstorms on the Falk-

land Islands generally have a short jet length; rare, longer jet length storms typically occur in conjunction with

a strong low-level inversion. Idealized numerical experiments tend to produce a similar response depending

on the presence of strong low-level inversion and surface cooling. Results suggest that surface heating can

have significant control on the flow response by reducing the low-level inversion strength, or by changing the

stratification and wind velocity below the inversion, thereby preventing a strong downslope windstorm.

1. Introduction

Mechanisms of downslope windstorm formation often

vary according to the presence or absence of upstream

inversions. In cases with little or no upstream inversion

present, internal gravity wave (IGW) breaking can re-

sult in the formation of a leeside jet capped by an ele-

vated stagnation zone (Lilly and Zipser 1972; Clark and

Peltier 1977; Peltier and Clark 1979; Doyle et al. 2000).

When a strong elevated inversion is present the flow can

behave more like a subcritical to supercritical transition

of the reduced gravity shallow water (RGSW) mode

(Long 1954; Gohm et al. 2008; Flamant et al. 2002;

Drobinski et al. 2001). The dichotomy between these two

mechanisms for downslope windstorm formation, how-

ever, is somewhat ambiguous. A major distinction be-

tween these two models is that continuously stratified

fluids allow for vertical energy propagation, which in

some circumstances can be constrained through the cre-

ation of a self-induced critical layer via IGW breaking,

whereas the RGSW mechanism does not require strati-

fication anywhere besides the inversion itself. In fact,

stratification in the RGSW case can act to decrease the

strength of downslope flows by transporting momentum

via vertical wave propagation.

If vertically propagating waves are reflected from ei-

ther a strong change in stratification (inversion) or a

rigid lid (e.g., as in the ocean), then a third mechanism for

downwind storm formation is possible. In this case the

stratified flow separates from a dividing streamline at the

reflection level and behaves much like a transcritical

RGSW case, but without a fluid interfacial boundary. The

dynamics of this hybrid situation are presented in Smith

(1985) and are very similar to classic limited depth results

presented by Long (1955) and more recently Lamb

(1994). The dynamics of these downslope windstorms,

whose mechanism does not clearly fall into IGW break-

ing or the RGSW transition, have not been thoroughly

explored, especially considering that the criteria for their

formation may be substantially different than the criteria

for IGW breaking in a continuously stratified system.

Previous studies have suggested this ambiguity in the

Alps, where the foehn sometimes occurs with IGW

breaking as shown by lidar observations (Gohm and
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Mayr 2004), and also occurs during periods in which

upstream inversions are observed. Upstream inversions

are also noted with the bora, while at other times IGW

breaking is the dominant wind acceleration mechanism

(Glasnovic and Jurcec 1990; Klemp and Durran 1987;

Gohm and Mayr 2005; Belusic et al. 2007; Klemp et al.

1997; Gohm et al. 2008). Recent observations on the

Falkland Islands (Mobbs et al. 2005) illustrate the over-

lapping mechanisms even more clearly. In some cases the

authors show that downslope windstorms are correlated

with nondimensional mountain height,

ĥ 5
Nh

y
, (1)

where N is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency,

N 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g

u0

›u

›z

s
, (2)

h is the ridge height, y is the cross-ridge velocity, g is the

acceleration due to gravity, u is the potential tempera-

ture, and u0 is a reference potential temperature, suggest-

ing that IGW nonlinearity and breaking is the dominant

mechanism for the downslope windstorms. At other times,

the authors show that the lee-slope winds are better ex-

plained using a shallow water Froude number based on an

inversion height,

Fr 5
yffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g9zi

p , (3)

where the reduced gravity, g9 is defined as

g9 5 g
Du

u0

, (4)

zi is the height of the inversion, and Du is the strength of

the inversion. The Froude number is the ratio of fluid

speed to the speed of RGSW waves, and indicates the

direction of propagation for trapped barotropic in-

terfacial waves on the inversion.

To adequately address and differentiate the role of

upstream inversions and IGW breaking in downslope

windstorms, researchers have generally resorted to mod-

eling studies focusing on either the importance of IGW

breaking in continuously stratified systems or the applica-

bility of RGSW theory in two-layer hydraulically controlled

flow. While many numerical studies have successfully

applied the IGW breaking model (Lilly and Zipser 1972;

Clark and Peltier 1977; Peltier and Clark 1979; Doyle

et al. 2000) or the RGSW model (Gohm et al. 2008;

Flamant et al. 2002; Drobinski et al. 2001) to downslope

windstorms, the groundwork for analogies between hy-

draulic theory (RGSW models) of downslope wind-

storms and continuously stratified systems began with

the studies of Durran (1986) and Smith (1985). More

recently, Vosper’s (2004) modeling study included both

IGW breaking simulations and hydraulic jump simula-

tions. His results (see his Fig. 9) may be thought of as

extension of Houghton and Kasahara’s (1968, see their

Fig. 3) for two-layer flows in which the upper layer is

stratified and the lower layer is neutral. Jiang et al. (2007)

also modeled the importance of an upstream inversion.

The authors of this study indicate that the shallow water

mode is dominant in their experiments; however it is not

possible to ascertain to what extent IGW breaking above

the lee slope (see the isotherms at the top of the plots in

their Fig. 14) plays a role in their experiments.

Despite recent progress, many uncertainties remain

regarding the distinction between downslope wind-

storms associated with elevated inversions and those

associated with IGW breaking. Some observation stud-

ies suggest that diurnal heating may be important be-

cause changes in low-level inversion properties affect

the formation and decay of windstorm events. For ex-

ample, studies in the lee of the Sierra Nevadas (Zhong

et al. 2008; Jiang and Doyle 2008) and in the lee of the

Andes (Seluchi et al. 2003; Norte 1988) indicate an af-

ternoon preference for increased downslope winds. In

contrast, downslope windstorms over the front range of

the Rocky Mountains are observed more frequently

between 0000 and 0700 LST (Miller et al. 1974). Mod-

eling studies addressing the effects of surface heat fluxes

on downslope windstorms have primarily focused on

nonhydrostatic trapped lee-wave rotors (Doyle and

Durran 2002; Jiang et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006) or the

IGW breaking regime (Smith and Skyllingstad 2009;

Ying and Baopu 1993). To date, no observational or

modeling studies have focused on the influence of surface

heat fluxes on downslope windstorms induced by either

a subcritical to supercritical transition of the barotropic

interfacial mode, or a mechanism intermediate to the

IGW breaking and the RGSW mode.

Our main goal in this study is to examine how in-

version height alters the characteristics of a downslope

windstorm when background conditions favor internal

wave breaking. We extend these cases by including

scenarios with surface heating and cooling to determine

how changes in the near surface stability affect cases

with low-level inversions. Results are qualitatively com-

pared with recent observations of downslope windstorms

over the Falkland Islands (Mobbs et al. 2005).

The paper is structured as follows. A description of

the large eddy simulation (LES) model is presented in

section 2. Results are presented next in section 3 for
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a comparison of cases with and without an inversion at

various heights. Next the criteria for downslope wind-

storm formation in intermediate cases is compared to

that of IGW breaking and the role of wave reflection is

explored using rigid lid cases. The Falkland Islands data-

set is analyzed in section 4 for evidence of modulation of

downslope windstorm behavior with respect to inversions

and diurnal time scales. In section 5 we apply surface

heating and cooling to low inversion and medium in-

version height cases along with experiments used to

discern katabatic contributions to lee-flow behavior. Sum-

mary and conclusions are given in section 6.

2. Model introduction and setup

Experiments were performed using a modified ver-

sion of the LES model described in Skyllingstad (2003)

and used in Smith and Skyllingstad (2005) and Smith and

Skyllingstad (2009). This model is based on the Deardorff

(1980) equation set, with the subgrid-scale model de-

scribed by Ducros et al. (1996). Pressure in the model is

calculated using a compressible pressure solver (Klemp

and Wilhelmson 1978). Terrain in the LES model is pre-

scribed using a shaved cell approach described in Adcroft

et al. (1997) and Steppeler et al. (2002).

Simulations were conducted using a narrow channel

domain with periodic boundaries in the cross-slope and

alongslope direction (Fig. 1). A sponge layer is used in

the alongslope direction in the first 10 km of the domain

to return the flow to an unperturbed upstream condition

(Bacmeister and Pierrehumbert 1988). Further details of

the numerical model and the surface friction condition

are presented in Smith and Skyllingstad (2009). A two-

dimensional ridge obstructing the flow was based on the

Witch of Agnesi profile

h(y, z) 5
ha2

y2 1 a2
(5)

for a mountain of height h 5 600 m, and half-width a 5

4000 m. An idealized initial state is prescribed with

constant static stability of N 5 0.01 s21. The streamwise

velocity y increases linearly from 5 to 11.5 m s21 at

13 km. Aside from small random perturbations used to

initialize turbulence, there is no initial spanwise velocity,

and no spanwise or streamwise variation of velocity.

Temperature inversions, if present, are centered at zi 5

900, zi 5 1800, and zi 5 3000 and have a thickness of

200 m. Using the velocity at crest level of 5 m s21 and

the free troposphere stability, N 5 0.01 s21, a non-

dimensional mountain height of Nh/y 5 1.2, and a non-

dimensional mountain width of Na/y 5 8 were

prescribed for our simulations. Mountain characteristics

were selected to allow for qualitative comparisons of

model results with observations from the Falkland Is-

lands (Fig. 5). A relatively small terrain feature also al-

lows for more direct interaction between boundary layer

turbulence and terrain-induced flows.

Domain size was set to 80 3 6480 3 300 grid points in

the alongslope, cross-slope, and vertical directions, re-

spectively, with grid resolution of 15 m in all directions

below 3 km. Above 3 km, the vertical grid spacing

stretches from 15 to 170 m at the model domain top. The

total domain size was 1.2 km 3 97.2 km 3 13.1 km. A

test simulation with a doubling of the channel width to

26.2 km did not produce results significantly different

from the standard domain, suggesting that lateral eddy

scales were adequately represented. The mountain was

centered at y 5 58.3 km, slightly past the centerpoint in

the streamwise direction. In cases with a surface heat

flux, heating was applied throughout the entire domain

for the duration of the experiment domain unless oth-

erwise indicated. (A summary of all experiments can be

found in Tables 1 through 4.)

3. Numerical experiments on inversion height

We first examine the role of inversion height in de-

termining the lee-flow response by conducting a set of

four cases as described in Table 1, beginning with a case

with no inversion and then three cases with pro-

gressively higher inversion height. Cross-section plots of

streamwise velocity overlaid with contours of potential

temperature showing the evolution of these four cases

are shown in Fig. 2. In this figure we chose to present

results at dynamically important times in the flow evo-

lution. Like other investigators (Lamb 1994), we note

that the experiments do not achieve steady state though

FIG. 1. Schematic showing the channel flow configuration used

in the simulations.

TABLE 1. List of inversion height experiments used in section 3 and

their inversion heights and inversion strengths.

zi (m) Du (K)

No inversion — —

Low inversion 900 8

Medium inversion 1800 8

High inversion 3000 8
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we ran them until fully developed. We do not present all

experiments at similar times because each case is gov-

erned by a different set of physics. For flow dominated

by linear IGW, a suitable nondimensionalization might

be t 3 y/a, while for barotropic RGSW flow a suitable

nondimensionalization might be t 3 c/a, where the

barotropic wave speed c is defined as the denominator of

the Froude number [(3)]. For the cases presented herein

that exhibit both IGW and RGSW physics, neither

nondimensionalization would be strictly correct. The

IGW case presented below (Fig. 2c) is shown at com-

parable similar nondimensional time (t 3 y/a 5 27) as in

other experiments (e.g., Vosper 2004, his Fig. 2 pre-

sented at t 3 y/a 5 24). A further consideration re-

garding the evolution of flow in these experiments is that

the boundary layer height is constantly evolving during

the experiment and of the same order of magnitude as

the ridge height. The perturbation recycling inflow

condition has not previously been applied to mountain

wave studies in which ridge height is comparable to

boundary layer height. All variables presented in the

plots are instantaneous at a single cross section in the

model domain unless otherwise specified as being av-

eraged. Averaging procedures are detailed in the ap-

pendix.

In the no inversion case, Figs. 2a–c show times when

a self-induced critical level near z 5 2.5 km becomes

buoyantly unstable and generates a breaking wave with

considerable turbulence. This experiment is broadly

comparable to the basic case presented in an earlier

study (Smith and Skyllingstad 2009) except with shear

added to help avoid elevated secondary breaking

FIG. 2. Close-up view of streamwise velocity (shading in m s21) and potential temperature (lines of constant 8C) for the no inversion case

at (a) t 5 140 min, (b) t 5 240 min, (c) t 5 360 min; low inversion case (Nh/y 5 1.2, zi 5 900 m) at (d) t 5 20 min, (e) t 5 40 min, (f) t 5

180 min; medium inversion case (Nh/y 5 1.2, zi 5 1800 m) at (g) t 5 100 min, (h) t 5 240 min, (i) t 5 360 min; and high inversion case (Nh/

y 5 1.2, zi 5 3000 m) at ( j) t 5 80 min, (k) t 5 120 min, (l) t 5 200 min. See following figure for colorbar.
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regions. Just before the onset of IGW breaking the iso-

therms become vertical and begin to overturn (Fig. 2b),

generating increasing turbulence aloft between z 5 2

and 3 km over the lee side of the ridge. Streamwise ve-

locity in this region shows a typical nonlinear amplified

gravity wave response with a large zone of trapped,

stagnant air with near-zero mean streamwise velocity.

Beneath this stagnant layer, winds increase along lee sur-

face of the mountain, forming a jet that abruptly transi-

tions to a train of rotors (Fig. 2c). The trapped lee-wave

rotors (we define a rotor as a negative streamwise surface

velocity) are partly due to the nonhydrostatic forcing of

the mountain on the flow (Na/y 5 8) and partly due to

nonlinear interactions with the IGW breaking and stag-

nation zone. While not the topic of this paper, we note that

the launching of dispersive waves by the stagnation zones

is similar to results presented in Jiang et al. (2007, their Fig.

14b). Broad mountains generally tend to force hydrostatic

waves but, because of interactions with the self-induced

stagnation zone in highly nonlinear cases, can also force

dispersive waves. Turbulence from the stagnation zone is

not strong enough to mix out negative streamwise veloci-

ties in the rotor nearest to the mountain.

In the low inversion case, Figs. 2d–f shows the time

period when the barotropic mode on the inversion at

zi 5 900 m transitions from subcritical to supercritical.

Breaking is evident on the upstream side of the incipient

hydraulic jump and the fully developed flow descends

well past the base of the slope and is almost entirely

beneath a stagnation zone, which is in turn constrained

below the inversion at zi 5 900 m. Downstream, the

inversion then returns relatively intact to zi 5 900 m.

Both hydrostatic, vertically propagating IGWs and

trapped lee waves are evident above the inversion but

play only a small role in the slope flow.

The medium inversion height case (Figs. 2g–i) also

shows both a weak hydrostatic IGW and lee-wave re-

sponse above the inversion, similar to the low inversion

case. An instability on the inversion (Fig. 2g) is associ-

ated with the generation of a self-induced critical layer

(Fig. 2h) and the resultant leeside downslope flow is

much deeper than the low inversion case and the in-

version does not extend down the slope. The leeside jet

in this case is formed by compressing the stratified layer

below the inversion, rather than by forcing the inversion

down the slope as in the low inversion case. Rotors are

produced in line with the no inversion case, but they are

located much further downstream and their height is

constrained to be less than the inversion. The mecha-

nism for the generation of the lee slope flow is neither

strictly IGW breaking nor RGSW transition. While

wave reflection seems to be the dominant mechanism,

the creation of a horizontal velocity defect and splitting

of the inversion by pressure gradient and nonlinear ad-

vection associated with the flow response to the topo-

graphical perturbation is also important. In the pocket

of neutrally stratified stagnant air, which has an inver-

sion and strong horizontal velocity gradients both above

and below, instabilities may spontaneously occur and

grow. Once turbulence is initiated, the stagnation region

grows because of shear production of TKE along the

bottom of the stagnation zone and top of the lee jet. The

entire upstream flow from the surface up to the inversion

is constrained between the mountain and the stagnation

zone, resulting in high surface velocities on the lee slope.

Increasing the height of the inversion to 3 km (Figs.

2j–l) produces a large rotor and self-induced stagnation

zone similar to the results from the no inversion case.

The dominant physics for both the high inversion case

and the no inversion case (Fig. 2c) appears to be IGW

breaking, though more turbulence is present in the lee of

the high inversion case, along with reduced IGW activity

aloft. The nondimensional mountain height, Nh/y 5 1.2,

corresponds to a hydrostatic vertical wavelength,

lz 5 2p
y

N
5 3142 m, (6)

and a corresponding level of IGW breaking of 3/4lz 5

2356 m, which is below the height of the inversion, at

zi 5 3000 m. These results suggest that the IGW

breaking dynamics are relatively unaffected by the

presence of the inversion, and the lee flow response for

the no inversion and high inversion cases are relatively

similar. More generally, the ratio of hydrostatic vertical

wavelength (or level of IGW breaking), to inversion

height, lz/zi, is very useful in describing the flow for

nonlinear IGW cases (i.e., Nh/y . 1).

Results shown in Fig. 2 indicate that the low and high

inversion cases can be explained by transcritical flow

and breaking IGW mechanisms, respectively. The low

inversion case is the only one that behaves like a baro-

tropic shallow water system with a subcritical to super-

critical transition near the ridge crest. In all of the cases

the upstream Froude number based on (3) is less than 1.

However, in the low inversion case, zi decreases below

100 m as the flow moves over the mountain ridge forcing

the local Froude number to increase above 1 and the flow

to transition to a supercritical state. Inversion heights in

the medium and high inversion cases are too high for this

transition. For the high inversion case, IGW breaking

produces a strong wave reflection with leeside flow similar

to the case without an inversion.

The medium inversion height case presented in Fig. 2i

seems to contain characteristics of IGW breaking and

the shallow water mode hydraulic mode. Since the
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criteria for downslope windstorms occurrence in shallow

water flows is fairly well known, as is the criteria for

continuously stratified cases, an interesting question to ask

is whether either of these two criteria apply to the medium

inversion height case. A series of numerical experiments

were run with a reduced mountain height and nonlinearity

parameter, Nh/y, to better elucidate the role of IGW

breaking in the medium inversion case. These cases, which

are listed in Table 2, were conducted both with and

without an inversion whose inversion strength, Du 5 8 K,

and inversion height, zi 5 1800 m, were the same as the

medium inversion case presented above. These experi-

ments in this section were run at 25-m resolution with the

same domain size as those above. No significant differ-

ences between similar simulations run at 25-m resolution

and those run at 15-m resolution were noted.

Results from cases with hmtn 5 200 m (Nh/y 5 0.4)

and hmtn 5 450 m (Nh/y 5 0.9) with and without an in-

version are presented in Fig. 3. As expected, in the cases

without an inversion, only large mountains (Fig. 2c)

produce downslope windstorms, and in all cases with

Nh/y , 1 (Figs. 3a,b) IGWs do not overturn and create

a self-induced stagnation zone. This result is consistent

with the notion of Nh/y as a measure of the nonlinearity

of the response (Clark and Peltier 1977) and also in-

dicates that Scorer parameter layering (Klemp and Lilly

1975) is not important in our simulations. However, the

mountain height threshold for breaking with an in-

version present is significantly lower than it is for cases

lacking an inversion. In fact, inversion cases with Nh/y 5

0.7 and Nh/y 5 0.9 (Fig. 3d) resulted in a downslope

windstorm with significant lee extent. For the inversion

case with hmtn 5 200 m and Nh/y 5 0.4 (Fig. 3c) a per-

turbation develops on the inversion but never leads to

a self-induced critical layer or a jet. The inversion cases

with Nh/y 5 0.7 and 0.9 (Fig. 3d), similar to the Nh/y 5

1.2 case presented above (Fig. 2c), also do not exhibit

a subcritical to supercritical transition of the shallow

water mode and thus bear further examination since

the nonlinearity parameter, Nh/y, is less than unity as

well indicating that the IGW should not overturn and

create a self-induced stagnation zone (Lin and Wang

1996).

In the medium inversion case (Fig. 2i), the flow below

the inversion behaves much like a shallow water hy-

draulic transitional flow, even though the fluid is strati-

fied. Vertical waves in this case appear to be trapped

below the inversion, suggesting a reflective layer some-

what like examples given in Durran (1986) for abrupt

changes in the Scorer parameter N/y. Smith (1985) ex-

amined flows that have a similar hydraulic behavior and

developed a set of criteria for flow transitions based on

the scaled height of the obstacle, Nh/y, and the level of

a dividing streamline or reflection, NH/y, where H is the

height of the streamline. For cases where the dividing

streamline is a rigid lid, flow behavior can also be de-

termined using a mode number,

K 5
DN

pU
, (7)

where D is the height of the rigid lid. Lamb (1994) and

Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004) show that for suffi-

ciently high Nh/y, values of K near integer values of 1

and 2 will generate strong leeside flows, whereas in-

termediate K values (e.g., 1.5) lead to a weak leeside

response. Similarly, a K value of 1 is roughly consistent

with results from Smith (1985; assuming D is the dividing

streamline height) who determined that this value would

lead to a transitional flow if Nh/y . 0.5. If we assume that

the medium inversion acts as a rigid lid reflector, then

K 5 1.15, which is near a value of 1 and should generate

a strong lead side response for h . ;250 m based on the

theory presented in Smith (1985).

To test this idea further, a series of experiments were

conducted replacing the inversion in the simulations

with a rigid lid boundary condition (Table 3). Four cases

were examined as shown in Fig. 4, for a rigid lid at 1800

and 2500 m. The 2500-m case was selected to represent

the effects of a self-induced critical layer and wave breaking

as produced in the stratified reference case (Fig. 2c). Cases

are examined for a 200- and 450-m ridge, following the

inversion case presented in Fig. 3. When the rigid lid is

placed at 1800 m, a transitional flow is produced with

h 5 450 m (Fig. 4d) suggesting, qualitatively, that the

key effect of the inversion is to act as a reflective cap.

Reduction of the mountain height to 200 m (Fig. 4c)

produces a weaker response consistent with the 1800-m

inversion case, although here the flow has more strength.

The comparatively weaker leeside flow in the inversion

case (Fig. 3c) could be explained by the motion of the

TABLE 2. List of mountain height experiments and their mountain

height and nondimensional mountain height.

hmtn (m) Nh/y Inversion present Downslope windstorm

200 0.4 Y N

250 0.5 Y N

350 0.7 Y Y

450 0.9 Y Y

600 1.2 Y Y

200 0.4 N N

250 0.5 N N

350 0.7 N N

450 0.9 N N

600 1.2 N Y
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inversion and vertical removal of energy by internal

waves, which is not possible in the rigid lid case.

Increasing the inversion height to 2500 m generates

a similar outcome, but with a very strong transitional

flow response for h 5 450 m (Fig. 4b) indicating that the

effects of wave breaking may be compounding the re-

flection of wave energy from the rigid lid. Comparison of

this result with the continuously stratified case shown in

Fig. 3b demonstrates how vertical propagation of wave

energy above the 2500-m level in the continuous case

limits the surface leeside response. Flow over the h 5

200 m terrain in the 2500-m rigid lid case (Fig. 4a) pro-

duces a strikingly weaker flow, with vertical displace-

ments limited to a few hundred meters and almost no

leeside acceleration. This result is in basic agreement

with Smith (1985), which indicates that a higher terrain

feature is needed for a strong hydraulic response given

the 2500-m level of reflection.

4. Observations of downslope windstorms on the
Falkland Islands

Given the disparate causes of downslope windstorms

and the various resultant lee flow regimes, it is useful to

examine observations of flow over a low 2D ridge for

assurance that the model is reasonably close to actual

flows. In addition, we wish to see if lee jet length varies

according to inversion height and surface heat fluxes.

The dataset of Mobbs et al. (2005) taken on the Falkland

Islands was chosen for this analysis because of the intense

turbulent episodes that occur at the Mount Pleasant

Airfield, a few kilometers west-southwest (WSW) of

station 5 (Fig. 5). From the dataset we selected three

stations, which, for northerly flow were located upstream

(station 24), near downstream (station 5), and far down-

stream (station 1) of the ridge. Surface wind velocity

was collected at these stations from November 2000 to

October 2001 and averaged over 10-min periods.

FIG. 3. Close-up view of streamwise velocity (shading in m s21) and potential temperature (lines of constant 8C) for

the (a) no inversion Nh/y 5 0.4 case at t 5 360 min, (b) no inversion Nh/y 5 0.9 case at t 5 360 min, (c) inversion Nh/y 5

0.4, zi 5 1800 m case at t 5 300 min, and (d) inversion Nh/y 5 0.9, zi 5 1800 m case at t 5 480 min.

TABLE 3. List of rigid lid experiments including the height of the

rigid lid and the mountain height.

hmtn (m) Height of rigid lid (m)

200 1800

200 2500

450 1800

450 2500
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The diurnal variation of northerly and southerly wind

events, defined as y . 10 m s21 for the stations down-

stream of the ridge and y . 5 m s21 for the station up-

stream of the ridge, is shown in Fig. 6. The percentage of

total number of events by 10-min bins is calculated by

summing all wind events by bin and normalizing by the

total number of events in each wind direction. The total

number of northerly events for stations 5 and 24 and

southerly events for station 5 binned by 10-min intervals

was 1809, 6301, and 3915, respectively. All stations on

both sides of the ridge show a propensity for southerly

and northerly wind events to occur in early afternoon,

most likely due to downward mixing of momentum from

aloft as the boundary layer height increases from surface

heating. A preferential speedup of the flow over the ridge

at nighttime is indicated by the secondary maximum of

northerly events at the downstream station, 5, with no

associated increase in northerly wind events for the up-

stream station, 24. The presence of Mt. Simon to the

north of the main Wickham range on the East Falkland

Island make a similar analysis of southerly wind events

problematic.

Of all northerly wind events, 74% occur only at the

near downstream station 5, and only 26% extend as far

downstream as station 1 as well (Fig. 7a, which contains

2469 total events binned by 10-min intervals). The

FIG. 4. Close-up view of the rigid lid cases (shading in m s21) and potential temperature (lines of constant 8C) for

the case with (a) rigid lid at 2500 m and hmtn 5 200 m at t 5 360 min, (b) rigid lid at 2500 m and hmtn 5 450 m at t 5

280 min, (c) rigid lid at 1800 m, and hmtn 5 200 m at t 5 360 min, and (d) rigid lid at 1800 m and hmtn 5 450 m at t 5

360 min.

FIG. 5. The location of the stations on the East Falkland Island used

in this analysis. Terrain height (m) is shaded.
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synoptic soundings, taken downstream of the ridge,

were used to determine the extent to which inversion

strength affected the presence of downslope windstorms

and controlled jet length. The inversion strength Du was

found by searching the sounding for any increase in

temperature with height, between 0.2 and 5.0 km above

ground, with a depth greater than 20 m and a strength

greater 0.1 K. Inversions separated by layers of less than

100-m depth were combined and only the strongest in-

version was kept in soundings that contained multiple

well-separated inversions. We looked at only those

soundings that were taken at the synoptic times when

the dynamical forcing was consistent with possible for-

mation of a downslope windstorm event; that is, the

velocity at ridge-top level yrt was greater than 5 m s21.

Each surface wind velocity measurement was correlated

with the inversion strength of the nearest sounding, if

any was present within 2 h of the surface measurement

taken to produce the plots in Figs. 7b,c. Soundings with

weak inversions tend to result in a jet with limited

downstream extent (Fig. 7b, which contains 251 total

events binned by 10-min intervals), while soundings with

strong inversions are relatively more likely to result in

windstorms with significant downstream extent (Fig. 7c,

which contains 137 total events binned by 10-min in-

tervals). Two reservations about this correlation should

be noted: the soundings were actually taken downstream

of the ridge so the ridge-top-level velocity and low level

inversion strength may not be representative of their

upstream values, and it may not be appropriate to use

a correlation window of 2 h since synoptic conditions are

constantly changing.

Two specific downslope windstorm events are useful

in illustrating the type of behavior described above.

FIG. 6. Diurnal variation of northerly and southerly wind events at

station 5 and northerly wind events for station 24.

FIG. 7. Percentage of (a) all northerly wind events which occur at station 5 only, and stations 5 and 1 contempo-

raneously, and percentage of northerly wind events whose correlated soundings have (b) Du , 4 K and (c) Du . 4 K

which occur at station 5 only and stations 5 and 1 contemporaneously.
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Wind velocity aloft changed little during the event of

13 August 2001, while a strong inversion was present

near 1 km (Fig. 8a) before and possibly during this event.

Strong northerly winds at only the near-ridge down-

stream station 5 began just after 0000 LST and lasted

until around 0800 LST, while little change in the up-

stream surface station 1 occurred during this time

(Fig. 9a). The event that occurred on the mornings of

27 January 2001 (Fig. 9b) was characterized by a much

longer jet, in which both downstream stations, 1 and 5,

reported high wind velocities throughout the night while

the upstream station 24 saw only a slight increase of

wind speed during this time. Conditions aloft during this

time (Fig. 8b) were marked by large increase in wind

velocity and an increase in inversion strength near ridge-

top level. Since many downslope windstorm events oc-

curred contemporaneously with a changing of inversion

strength or height it is difficult to attribute the onset or

decay of any event to nighttime surface cooling alone,

but observations from these two events are consistent

with the following two points: downslope windstorms

may begin and subside with little change in ridge-top-

level velocity evident from the soundings, and an

increase in low level inversion strength and increase in

ridge-top-level velocity can lead to an increase of jet

length, especially during nighttime.

5. Numerical experiments on surface heating

Observations of downslope windstorms are not en-

tirely clear, so we turn to numerical experiments of flow

over a simplified low 2D ridge to further explore the

effect of surface heat fluxes on downslope windstorms.

Previous studies of the influence of surface heat fluxes

on IGW breaking cases (Smith and Skyllingstad 2009)

and the above study on how the mechanism of down-

slope windstorm formation varies according to inversion

height suggests that diurnal variation of downslope

windstorm behavior may depend greatly on the presence

of inversions. Inversion strengths and heights presented

here (Table 4) are consistent with the observations taken

on the Falkland Islands (Mobbs et al. 2005) and analyzed

above.

We first present streamwise velocity for the low in-

version case, similar to the hydraulically controlled case

presented before (Fig. 2f), with 200 W m22 surface

FIG. 8. (left) Temperature and (right) northerly wind velocity vs height for the soundings taken between (a) 2000 LST

12 Aug to 2000 LST 13 Aug 2001 and (b) 2000 LST 26 Jan to 2000 LST 27 Jan 2011.
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heating applied throughout the simulation (Fig. 10a).

The addition of surface heating has resulted in a short-

ened surface jet and more turbulent surface layer. The

application of surface cooling (Figs. 10b–d) after 4 h of

heating of 200 W m22, results in a transition that occurs

relatively quickly. After 20 min of surface cooling (Fig.

10b), the surface jet has already begun to restratify in the

lee of the ridge and has extended 10 km farther down-

stream relative to the heating case from which this case

was initialized. After 2.5 h of surface cooling (Fig. 10d),

the inversion downstream of the jump is relatively weak

compared to its undisturbed upstream strength, and

a significant portion of it remains in the strongly stably

stratified surface jet. Flow blocking and a drainage flow

have created a pocket of negative surface velocities on

the upstream side of the ridge, while in the far down-

stream solitary like waves are present and slowly propa-

gate back toward the ridge.

The application of surface heating of 200 W m22 to

the medium inversion height case results in a lee-flow

response very different from the no heating case pre-

sented previously (Fig. 2i). The complete lack of a

downslope jet (Fig. 11a) is due to reduced stratification

in the boundary layer, which has prevented a wave re-

sponse over the ridge. Lower values of N below the in-

version reduced both Nh/y and NH/y, preventing the

formation of a transitional flow (Smith 1985; Lamb

1994). For the surface cooling case (Figs. 11b–d), which

was run using 6 h of 200 W m22 of surface heating fol-

lowed by 200 W m22 of surface cooling for 6 h, the

transition from a turbulent boundary layer to a down-

slope jet begins with a restratification of the bound-

ary layer beneath the inversion (Fig. 11b), resulting in

a gradual strengthening of the transitional flow as

NH/y increases. The overturning isotherms begin to

generate turbulence in the stagnation zone, which

begins to grow downward and downstream because of

large vertical gradients in horizontal velocity, forcing

the lee flow below and forming a surface jet (Fig. 11d).

The fully developed jet extends far downstream, is

strongly stratified in the surface layer, and lacks the

FIG. 9. Northerly wind velocity at stations 1, 5, and 24 vs time for (a) 0600 LST 12 Aug to 1800 LST 13 Aug 2001, and

(b) 0600 LST 26 Jan to 1800 LST 27 Aug 2001.

TABLE 4. List of experiments presented in section 5 and their

inversion heights, inversion strengths, and applied surface heat

fluxes.

zi (m) Du (K)

Surface heat flux

(W m22)

Low inversion heating 900 8 1200

Low inversion cooling 900 8 2200

Medium inversion heating 1800 8 1200

Medium inversion cooling 1800 8 2200
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downstream rotors that are present in the no heating

case (Fig. 2i).

Additional simulations with surface heating con-

strained to either the upstream or downstream side of the

ridge only reveal the role of stratification in the boundary

layer acting to communicate the topographical pertur-

bation to the inversion layer. The upstream heating case,

similar to the case where heating is applied everywhere,

results in no downslope jet at all, while the downstream

heating case has only a small effect on the jet.

Further simulations with no mean flow velocity and

surface cooling were used to explore the katabatic flow

contributions to the lee jets for the surface cooling ex-

periments. Drainage flows of approximately 200-m depth

developed far downslope, with flow velocities of approxi-

mately 3 and 5 m s21 for 50 and 200 W m22 of surface

cooling, respectively. In the low inversion case, the jet far

downstream only showed a significant increase in flow

velocity in the cooling case relative to the no heating case

because of the contribution of the drainage flow. In the

medium inversion case little contribution from the kata-

batic flows was evident anywhere in the lee jet.

6. Conclusions

The focus of this study was to examine how inversions

impact the formation of downslope wind storms. Three

downslope windstorm mechanisms were examined fo-

cusing on the height of the inversion and the develop-

ment of self-induced critical layers and internal wave

breaking. The first mechanism studied resembled two

fluid barotropic hydraulic flows where the inversion is

displaced vertically when moving over terrain. A second

scenario examined depended on the inversion acting

as a reflective barrier, leading to strong internal wave

trapping. The last mechanism we simulated focused on

the interaction between an inversion and internal wave

breaking from a self-induced critical layer. Results from

these simulations were used to interpret observations

for evidence of modulation of jet length and occurrence

with respect to surface heat fluxes and the presence of

inversions.

Our initial set of experiments focused on four cases:

low inversion, medium inversion, high inversion, and

no inversion. The no inversion case, similar to the high

FIG. 10. Close-up view of streamwise velocity (shading in m s21) and potential temperature (lines of constant 8C)

for the (a) low inversion heating case (Nh/y 5 1.2, zi 5 900 m) at t 5 180 min and low inversion cooling case at (b) t 5

260 min, (c) t 5 280 min, and (d) t 5 390 min.
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inversion case, resulted in IGW breaking, the creation of

a stagnation zone and lee-slope jet of limited down-

stream extent. A hydraulic control point and transition

of the shallow water mode over the ridge in the low in-

version case resulted in a lee-slope jet and stagnation

zone extending far down the slope with an absence of

trapped lee waves. The medium inversion case resulted

in the creation of a stagnation zone and downslope jet

very similar to the hydraulic control case, but with little

displacement of the inversion and most of the down-

slope flow coming from the stratified layer below the

inversion.

We then presented a series of reduced mountain

height experiments, with an inversion at the medium

height and without an inversion, designed to test the

theory of Smith (1985) and simulations presented in

Lamb (1994) and Skyllingstad and Wijesekera (2004).

As expected, IGW breaking occurred in the cases

without an inversion only for Nh/y . 1. For cases with an

inversion at the medium height, downslope windstorms

occurred down to Nh/y 5 0.7, indicating that nonlinear

IGW breaking was not the sole dynamical reason for the

lee-slope jet. Experiments conducted with a rigid lid

suggest that the inversion in these cases acts as a reflec-

tive surface much like a critical level. Formation of in-

creased leeside winds were found to depend on the

inversion height and mountain height scaled by N/y,

qualitatively agreeing with Smith (1985) and Lamb (1994).

Observations taken from the Falkland Islands were

presented showing that downslope windstorm occur-

rence and lee-slope jet length varied on diurnal time

scales and according to the presence of an inversion.

Aside from a modulation of boundary layer height in the

afternoon, which led to increased momentum transfer

from aloft, downslope windstorm events preferentially

occurred during nighttime (an interesting aside which

was not explored herein is the presumed seasonal vari-

ation of SST and boundary layer stability due to varia-

tion of the ocean currents around the Falkland Islands).

Events with significant downstream extent, which were

relatively infrequent, tended to occur in conjunction

with strong inversions, while events that occurred in

conjunction with weak inversions were much more

common and generally of limited downstream extent. A

few specific events were presented that were indicative

of the general trend: diurnal variations in downslope

FIG. 11. Close-up view of streamwise velocity (shading in m s21) and potential temperature (lines of constant 8C)

for the (a) medium inversion heating case (Nh/y 5 1.2, zi 5 1800 m) at t 5 300 min and medium inversion cooling

case (Nh/y 5 1.2, zi 5 1800 m) at (b) t 5 420 min, (c) t 5 520 min, and (d) t 5 720 min.
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windstorms do occur, sometimes with or without syn-

optic changes, and strong inversions tend to lead to lee-

surface jets with significant downstream extent more

often than weak inversions.

A second series of numerical experiments, in the

context of the basic simulations and using observations

from the Falkland Islands, explored the effect of surface

heat fluxes on downslope windstorms that occurred in

conjunction with a strong ridge-top-level inversion. In

the low inversion case, surface heating was shown to

reduce lee-jet length, while surface cooling resulted in

an increase in jet length. The katabatic contribution to

this jet length was fairly significant far away from the

slope, which seems to be in agreement with observations

from the Falkland Islands. In the medium inversion case

surface heating led to a complete absence of downslope

windstorms, consistent with a reduction in the N/y below

the inversion. The application of surface cooling forced

a transition to a downslope windstorm whose katabatic

contribution was minimal.

Overall this study points to a lack of temporally ap-

propriate upper air data to discern diurnal variations in

downslope windstorm behavior from those variations

that occur on synoptic time scales. A well-placed profiler

would probably be quite useful to address this issue. It

should be emphasized the simulations presented herein

are limited in scope and it is not clear the extent to which

the following conclusions might be generally applicable,

particularly since all ridges exhibit spanwise heteroge-

neity, which has not been studied here. A number of

points are raised by this research that may be of interest

to those tasked to predict downslope windstorms in an

operational environment.

1) Accurate estimates of upstream inversion height and

the stratification below inversions are crucial for

predicting downslope wind events.

2) Absent synoptic-scale changes in forcing, downslope

windstorms over a low ridge may preferentially occur

in the evening, especially for locations far down-

stream.

3) The downstream extent of an event, and its katabatic

contribution, varies according to inversion strength

and surface heating.
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APPENDIX

Averaging Procedures

For the purposes of this study we define the average of

a variable f as follows:

f(y, z) 5
1

imaxnmax

�
n

max

n51
�
i
max

i51
f(x, y, z), (A1)

where the overbar denotes average. In this equation imax

is the number of points in the spanwise direction and

nmax is the number of time steps over the 5-min aver-

aging time. Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is calcu-

lated by using the spanwise mean

fspanwisemean(y, z) 5
1

imax

�
i
max

i51
f(x, y, z) (A2)

to calculate perturbations about the spanwise mean

f9(x, y, z) 5 f(x, y, z) 2 fspanwisemean(y, z) (A3)

and the average resolved eddy TKE is defined as

e9 5
1

2
(u92 1 y92 1 w92), (A4)

and perturbation velocities are calculated as in (A3) and

(A2), and the averaging is done in the spanwise direction

as well as temporally as in (A1). Computing averages in

this way removes the large-scale internal waves gener-

ated by the mountains, however smaller scale waves are

still treated as ‘‘turbulence.’’ Nevertheless, this method

yields turbulence fields that are consistent with buoyant

and shear production of turbulence.
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